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Abstract. This thesis was about the students’ ability in using prefix and suffix. The 
purpose of this research was to know how far is the students’ abilities in using 
prefix and suffix. This research was conducted at the first semester of twelfth grade 
of SMK BLK Bandar Lampung in 2018/2019 academic year. 
 The type of this research was descriptive quantitative research. The subject of this 
research was 205 students of twelfth grade in 8 classes. The data of this research 
was obtained by using test. The researcher analyzed the data by giving score the 
students’ test, determining the students’ ability classification, and calculating the 
frequency’s percentage and the average of students’ score, so the students’ ability 
in using prefix and suffix could be known. 
 Based on the result of the research, the percentage of students’ ability in using 
prefix and suffix of excellent level students’ score was 3.90% or 8 students, good 
level students’ score was 17.56% or 36 students, fair level students’ score was 
13.17% or 27 students, low level students’ score was 11.22% or 23 students, and 
failed students’ score was 54.15% or 111 students. The majority of correct prefix 
was inter- by 172 items, and the majority of correct suffixes were -ment and -ion by 
139 items. Moreover, the majority of correct part of speech used in test was verb.  
In conclusion, the average of students’ ability in using prefix and suffix at the first 
semester of twelfth grade of SMK BLK Bandar Lampung in 2018/2019 academic 
year was 46.67. So, it was categorized into low level. 
 
Key words: parts of speech, prefix and suffix, students’ ability 
 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Vocabulary is one of the most essential parts of second language acquisition and 
can be broadly defined as knowledge of words and word meaning (Kim, 2013). It 
means that vocabulary is important in daily life, because vocabulary means how 
much someone’ mastery of language, exactly words.  
 
Vocabulary consists of many aspects, such as word classes or parts of speech, word 
families, word formation, multi-word units, collocations, homonyms, polysemes, 
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synonyms and antonyms, hyponyms, and etc (Thornbury, 2002). In this case, it will 
be discussed about word formation. Affix is one of terms in word formation. Some 
affixes may change part of speech, like adjective ‘happy’ will change to be noun 
‘happiness’ because of one of affixes, ‘-ness’. An affix may attach to either side of 
the root or to either side of the initial segment or syllable of the lexical item (Kim, 
2013).  It means that a core of word or base can be added by affix, and it can be at 
the beginning or at the end of the word.  
 
 Studying vocabulary with affix systems or patterns would seem to be much more 
effective language for learners than just memorizing words (Kim, 2013). As 
mentioned above that vocabulary is knowledge about words and their meanings, 
while detail explanation about affix is in morphology. In linguistics, morphology 
refers to the mental system involved in word formation or to the branch of 
linguistics that deals with words, their internal structure, and how they are formed 
(Aronoff, 2011). In other words, when learners study vocabulary and morphology 
at once, it will be better. They can get more knowledge about forming words too 
than just mastery of collection of words. It means that morphology supports 
vocabulary, because it discusses more clearly about affixes than vocabulary. So, 
affix is important to be learned to improve the vocabulary mastery. 
 
Affix is divided into two kinds, those are prefixes and suffixes. A prefix at the 
beginning of a word has a meaning of its own that changes the meaning of the word 
it is joined to (Side and Wellman, 1999). In other words, prefix attaches in front of 
base word and changes its meaning. Prefixes are often used to give adjectives a 
negative meaning. For examples, the opposite of ‘comfortable’ is ‘uncomfortable’, 
the opposite of ‘convenient’ is ‘inconvenient’ and the opposite of ‘similar’ is 
‘dissimilar’ (McCarthy and O’Dell, 1994). Based on those prefixes, they precede 
adjectives and have meaning “not” to words attached. A suffix changes the meaning 
of the word it is joined to only by changing its part of speech; e.g., we can add -ity 
to the adjective national to make the noun nationality (Side and Wellman, 1999). 
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Adding suffix at word may also change part of speech, not only changes meaning 
of word. In addition, it is kind of affixes that are located in the end of the word. So, 
based on the example suffix is an affix that attaches itself behind of base word. 
 
The researcher did the interview to two English teachers of SMK BLK Bandar 
Lampung in Sukarame, Bandar Lampung. They told much information about the 
English teaching and learning process of their classes. The first teacher said that the 
English students’ ability of her students was average. There were some students had 
a good ability or had a basic of English, but some others were still low yet. Whereas, 
the second teacher said that the students’ vocabulary mastery was low. They both 
explained that the students were difficult to distinguish parts of speech, so they were 
confused to use the correct form of prefixes or suffixes (Yoharisna and Tekky, S.S, 
2017-2018). 
 
Based on preliminary research above, therefore the researcher made a thesis under 
the title “An Analysis of Students’ Ability in Using Prefix and Suffix at the First 
Semester of Twelfth Grade of SMK BLK Bandar Lampung in 2018/2019 Academic 
Year”. The reason of researcher did this research was because the researcher tried 
to describe how far are the students’ abilities in using prefix and suffix. It was also 
supported by some previous researches that were conducted before this research. 
 
The first previous research is by Roliah about “An Analysis of Students’ Mastery 
in Derivational Vocabulary at the First Semester at the Tenth Grade of SMAN 1 
Sekampung Lampung Timur in 2013/2014 Academic Year”. This research was 
conducted at SMAN 1 Sekampung Lampung Timur, Lampung City in 2014. Based 
on the result of this research, the researcher found that the highest frequency the 
students’ mastery based on derivational prefix with 52.07% and derivational suffix 
is 47.93%. The differences between this first previous research and this research 
were the researcher used four main parts of speech to test the students’ ability in 
using prefix and suffix. Those were noun, adjective, verb, and adverb. While in this 
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first previous research, it was only three parts of speech (noun, adjective, and verb). 
The subject of the research was also different. In this previous research, the 
researcher used tenth grade, but in this research, the researcher used twelfth grade 
suitable with the current syllabus. 
 
The second previous research is by Lastari, Suharni, and Sesmiyanti about “An 
Analysis of Students’ Ability in using Affix at the Third Year Students of English 
Department of STKIP PGRI West Sumatera in Academic Year 2015/2016”. This 
research was conducted at Padang State University, Padang City in 2015. The result 
of this research  were 62.5%  students  had  not  thoroughly understood  about  affix  
and  37.5%  of  total sample  had  understood  about  affix commonly. The 
differences between this second previous research and this research were the 
purpose, subject and object of the research. This second previous research was 
conducted to know the students’ ability of English Education Study Program in 
university in using derivational prefix, derivational suffix, inflectional suffix or 
infix. While in this research, the researcher only wanted to know the students’ 
ability in using derivational prefix and derivational suffix at the twelfth grade of 
Vocational School. So, these were some differences among this research and these 
previous researches. 
 
B.   RESEARCH METHOD  
This research was conducted to analyze the students’ ability in using prefix and 
suffix at the first semester of twelfth grade students of SMK BLK Bandar Lampung. 
Furthermore, the researcher chose descriptive quantitative. Descriptive quantitative 
is research method that describes the characteristics of the population or 
phenomenon that is being studied. Descriptive quantitative research as the design 
of this research. The researcher used non-probability sampling, and the technique 
is saturated sampling or total sampling. This technique used because the researcher 
would take all population. The students’ population was 264 students of 9 classes, 
and the researcher took all students as to be the objects’ research. 1 class that is XII 
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TKJ 1 for tryout and 8 classes those are XII TKJ 2, XII TKR 1, XII TKR 2, XII 
TSM 1, XII TSM 2, XII TD 1, XII TD 2, and XII MM for the test. 
 
In conducting tryout, the researcher gave 50 items of multiple choices vocabulary 
test to 34 students. The researcher used Anates Pilihan Ganda V.4.0.9 Application 
Program to get the validity and the reliability of items test. After tryout, there are 
20 valid items to be used in test and the reliability was very high or 0.86. Then, only 
205 students followed the test, and the rest 59 students did not come and/or did not 
want do the test. 
 
C. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This section discusses the findings and discussion of the research. 
 
Findings 
The result of the test in 8 classes can be seen on the tables and figure below. 
 
Table 1. the Result of Students’ Work in Each Affix 
 
No 





TKJ 2 TKR 1 TKR 2 TSM 1 TSM 2 TD 1 TD 2 MM 
1 re-  verb 15 9 7 3 1 8 6 5 54 
2  -or noun 26 12 6 15 5 11 27 1 103 
3  -ment noun 25 12 24 16 2 35 19 16 139 
4 dis-  verb 33 18 14 9 3 39 15 10 137 
5  -ly adverb 16 12 5 4 6 12 8 14 79 
6  -ing verb 28 15 30 8 1 3 9 2 96 
7 mis-  verb 12 12 15 2 8 6 11 11 81 
8 fore-  noun 22 15 14 4 0 10 14 12 91 
9  -ism noun 19 6 9 6 6 8 7 14 75 
10 post-  verb 14 5 10 4 19 13 14 2 76 
11 inter-  verb 43 15 12 11 15 28 38 10 172 
12  -er noun 23 6 7 3 4 15 7 10 82 
13  -al adjective 19 15 11 8 8 29 15 1 106 
14 pre-  verb 17 3 5 5 13 7 6 10 66 
15  -ion noun 19 15 13 4 12 37 18 11 139 
16  -ness noun 15 9 2 12 3 7 9 6 57 
17  -s verb 40 3 12 16 1 4 4 15 92 
18  -ful adjective 38 2 9 13 9 13 26 13 124 
19 out-  verb 36 9 14 4 3 19 16 1 102 
20  -ed verb 12 6 6 5 3 4 7 12 59 
∑ 8 12  472 199 225 152 122 308 276 176 1930 
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Score ( 1 item x 5)  2360 995 1125 760 610 1540 1380 880  
        
     From table 1, the researcher found that the majority of correct prefix was inter- 
by 172 items, and the majority of correct suffixes were -ment and -ion by 139 items. 
Therefore, the class that had the highest score in using prefix and suffix was XII 
TKJ 2 by score 2360, while the class that had the fewest score in using prefix and 
suffix was XII TSM 2 by score 610. Moreover, the majority of correct part of 
speech was verb in test, because prefix inter- attached to word “connect” that means 




Figure 1. the Classification of Students’ Ability in Using Prefix and Suffix 
 
     From figure 1, the researcher found that 3.90% or 8 students were included 
in excellent level, 17.56% or 36 students were included in good level, 13.17% 
or 27 students were included in fair level, 11.22% or 23 students were included 






Table 2. the Average Students’ Score in using Prefix and Suffix 
 
No Class 
The Students’ Average Score Total of 
Students 
The Average 
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1 XII TKJ 2 27.43 40 35 67.43 
2 XII TKR 1  20.47 26.91 21 47.38 
3 XII TKR 2 18.20 26.80 25 45 
4 XII TSM 1 9.13 23.91 23 33.04 
5 XII TSM 2 15.50 15 20 30.50 
6 XII TD 1 19.12 26.17 34 45.29 
7 XII TD 2 18.18 23.64 33 41.82 
8 XII MM 21.79 41.07 14 62.86 
Average 18.73 27.94 205 46.67 
 
     From the data above, there were 205 students at the first semester of twelfth 
grade of SMK BLK Bandar Lampung in 2018/2019 academic year whose the 
average score of test or the students’ ability in using prefix and suffix was 46.67 
included low level. In addition, the largest average score class was XII TKJ 2 
by 67.43. Then, the students’ ability in using prefix was 47.50% and the 
students’ ability in using suffix was 46.79%.  
 
Discussion 
The researcher used multiple choices test as an instrument. The test consisted of 20 
items which was divided into two material aspects, such as prefix and suffix. They 
were 20 derivational affixes, 8 prefixes and 12 suffixes. The prefixes were dis-, mis-
, inter-, out-, fore-, re-, pre-, and post-. Then, the suffixes were-er, -or,   -ism, -ion, 
-ment, -ness, -ed, -s, -ing, -al, -ful, and -ly. The parts of speech that used were noun, 
verb, adjective, and adverb. The test had 4 options of answer, and it should be 
finished in 35-40 minutes. In reality, there were 264 students at the twelfth grade, 
but there were 59 students did not come on the day of test and/or they did not want 
to do the test. It was only 205 students who did the test, so it caused the result of 
the research was not really detail and complete.  
 
Based on the result of the research, the researcher obtained that the percentage 
students’ ability in using prefix and suffix at the first semester of the twelfth grade 
of SMK BLK Bandar Lampung in the academic year 2018/2019 by 205 students 
were: the percentage of students’ ability in using prefix was 47.50% and suffix was 
46.79%. The percentage of excellent level was 8 students or 3.90%, good level was 
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36 students or 17.56%, fair level was 27 students or 13.17%, low level was 23 
students or 11.22%, and failed level was 111 students or 54.15%.  
 
From the result, it can be known that the most correct prefix was inter- by 172 
items, and the most correct suffixes were -ment and -ion by 139 items. Meanwhile, 
5 most incorrect affixes were re-, -ness, -ed, -ism, and post-. Moreover, re-, -ed, 
and post-were affixes of verb in test, but -ness, and -ism were affixes of noun in 
test. In addition, the most correct part of speech was verb in test. The item test was 
number 11 with affix inter- to word ‘connect’. The meaning is a transitive verb that 
connects to each other.     
 
The researcher also got the class that had the highest score in using prefix and suffix 
was XII TKJ 2 by score 2360. Meanwhile, the class that had the lowest score was 
XII TSM 2 by score 610. Moreover, the largest average score class was XII TKJ 2 
by 67.43. Then, the average score at the first semester of the twelfth grade of SMK 
BLK Bandar Lampung in the academic year 2018/2019 in using prefix and suffix 
was 46.67. It meant that the students’ ability in using prefix and suffix belongs to 
low level. 
 
After analyzing the data, the researcher hoped that the students should learn English 
enthusiastically, so they can have better students’ ability in vocabulary especially 
prefix and suffix system. They can identify all of parts of speech and many affixes 
in English also. By this research, the teacher can know how the students’ ability in 
using prefix and suffix was. After knowing the result of the research, the teacher 
can teach the students about affix and parts of speech deeper, so that the students 
will understand well about vocabulary more. 
 
Besides, the teacher can use more interesting technique or media in teaching 
learning English, so the students can increase their motivation. The teacher should 
be patient and do not be quickly to teach the students whose a low motivation. They 
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must be curious to the topic of material first, so that they want to pay attention to 
the teacher. The review of prefix and suffix by the researcher may give positive 
understanding for the students before they do the test of using prefix and suffix. 
After doing the test, the students will understand more about prefix and suffix. They 
have to practice to do the exercises about adding affix, so they can master many 
more vocabularies than before. 
 
The differences among this research and the first previous research were the 
sampling technique, the instrument form, and the result. In the first previous 
research, it was used purposive sampling technique and gap fill test, while in this 
research it was used probability sampling technique and multiple choices test. The 
affixes used in the first previous research were dis-, mis-,  im-, in-, un, -ous, -ity,   -
ation, -ness, -ive, -al, -ment, -ful, and -ly. Then, in this research it was used dis-, 
mis-, inter-, out-, fore-, re-, pre-, post-, -er, -or, -ism, -ion, -ment, -ness, -ed, -s,     -
ing, -al, -ful, and -ly. The result of the first previous research was only about the 
frequency of the students’ vocabulary mastery based on derivational prefix with 
52.07% and derivational suffix is 47.93%. Whereas, in this research the results were 
about the percentage of students’ ability in using prefix was 47.50% and suffix was 
46.79%. The percentage of excellent level was 8 students or 3.90%, good level was 
36 students or 17.56%, fair level was 27 students or 13.17%, low level was 23 
students or 11.22%, and failed level was 111 students or 54.15%. It was also 
resulted about the average score in using prefix and suffix was 64.67 or low level. 
 
The differences among this research and the second previous research were the 
sampling technique, the research object and the result. In the first previous research, 
it was used random sampling technique and 12 items for derivational prefix, 17 
items for derivational suffix, 16 items for inflectional suffix, and 5 items for infix. 
While in this research it was used probability sampling technique and 8 items for 
derivational prefix, and 12 items for derivational suffix. The results of the second 
previous research were about percentages students’ score ability were 37.5% for 
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good classification, 55% for fair classification and 7.5% for poor classification. The 
percentages of students’ ability in using were 41.7% for derivational prefix, 23.5% 
for derivational suffix, 81.5% for inflectional suffix and 0% for infix. Whereas, in 
this research the results were about the percentage of students’ ability in using 
prefix was 47.50% and suffix was 46.79%. The percentage of excellent level was 8 
students or 3.90%, good level was 36 students or 17.56%, fair level was 27 students 
or 13.17%, low level was 23 students or 11.22%, and failed level was 111 students 
or 54.15%. It was also resulted about the average score in using prefix and suffix 
was 64.67 or low level. 
 
D. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION   
This section discusses the conclusion and suggestion of the research. 
 
Conclusion  
The result of the data analysis of students’ ability in using prefix and suffix at the 
first semester of the twelfth grade students of SMK BLK Bandar Lampung in 
academic year 2018/2019 were:  
1. The students’ ability in using prefix and suffix that had excellent level were 8 
students or 3.90%, good level were 36 students or 17.56%, fair level were 27 
students or 13.17%, low level were 23 students or 11.22%, and failed level were 
111 students or 54.15%. It was failed level by the average score 64.67 of 205 
students. 
2. The majority of correct prefix was inter- by 172 items. 
3. The majority of correct suffixes were -ment and -ion by 139 items.  
4. The majority of correct part of speech was verb in test.  
From the data analysis above, we can see that Students In SMK BLK is good in 
Affix. 
Suggestion 
According to the result of the research, the researcher would like to give some 
suggestions as follows: 
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1. For the Next Researcher 
     This research was about an analysis of students’ ability in using prefix and suffix 
at the first semester of the twelfth grade students of SMK BLK Bandar 
Lampung in 2018/2019 academic year. The researcher hoped this research can 
be used as new literature for another research about affixes with different 
research type, sampling technique, or instrument. 
2. For the English Teachers 
a. The English teacher should be creative in teaching prefix and suffix. For 
example, the teacher can apply a fun game, so that all students can involve 
themselves in classroom activities. 
b. The English teacher may explain the affix system and parts of speech step by 
step clearly. 
c. The English teacher should give interesting motivations and stimulates the 
students how important the use of prefix and suffix to increase the students’ 
ability. 
3. For the Students 
a. The students should have a big motivation, spirit, and interest to learn 
English, especially about prefix and suffix. 
b. The students should participate actively in classroom, such as asking and 
answering, discussing, and so on, especially about prefix and suffix material. 
c. The students should understand the material about prefix and suffix. 
d. The students have to keep practicing of the use prefix and suffix well. 
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